
APPS FOR ITALIAN – LANGUAGES 

Some of the children have been enjoying accessing 

“Languages Online”. 

http://www.education.vic.gov.au/languagesonline/ital

ian/italian.htm. There are activities, songs, print outs 

and games for many of the topics already learnt at 

school.  

Below are apps I have quickly looked at which 

would be suitable for young children to help learn 

Italian.  

1. BASIC ITALIAN–HELLO-HELLO 
(FREE for Essenziali) (dark blue, 
part white map of Italy, Italian flag 
‘Basic Italian’). 

  
2. SMART SPELLER - ITALIAN HD $2.99 

full version (Easy, Medium, Hard 
levels)  (yellow background, horse 
head, blue ribbon, small flag)  

 

3. ITALIAN CARDS (SOME FREE –
(Italian Flag as background, face 
and 2 cards ‘ITALIAN’)  

 
4. ITALIAN LESSON ($1.99 FULL 

VERSION) (Green background, 

orange lion ITA words on side) 
Spinner to choose topics.  

 

5. MOLTO BENE- LEARN ITALIAN 
SOME FREE (blue background, 
speech bubble of Italian flag). 

(FREE: Beginner – Many topics) 
 
6. LEARN ITALIAN (FREE- Basic: 

People: Daily) opens as puzzle 

pieces) (red, white, green puzzle 
pieces, white/green speech bubble) 

 
7. 123 ITALIANO ($1.99 FULL VERSION) 

(Tan background, Italian flag and 
apples 1, 2,3)  

 
8. CUTE CARDS ($1.99 FULL VERSION) 

(Green dinosaur holds paint brush, 
green background)  says words-
animals make sound) 

 
9. BIBLINGUAL BABY – $1.99 for full 

version (Animals 1, food, fruit, 
animals 2, vegetables) 

 

10. TIC TIC: ITALIAN ($4.49 FULL 

VERSION) (Orange background 
character face, sunnies on head). 

 
 

 
 

11.  ITALIAN TRIP – Vocabulary trip 
(FREE- train and Italian flag in 
corner ‘Vocabulary Trip’ at top) 
 

12. FLASH CARDS ITA (FREE - blue 
background, pink rabbit holding 
carrot with ITA)  
 

13. Numeri - (FREE)  
(Green background with 123 and 
brown owl with blue hat) 

 
14. HH ITALIAN (Black background with 

Italian flag and hello hello) 
 

15. CIAὸ  LITѐ - ITALIAN CLASS LITE 
(Brown frame, blue screen, ‘Ciao 
LITE’) (FREE - Reference, 
Vocabulary, Verbs, Grammar rules, 
Useful Phrases, Exercise history) 
 

16. ITALIAN – MINDSNACKS (flag 
background, green bear face with 
moustache). Individual program. 

  
17. LL Italian (Black background with 

blue, green orange and yellow 
shapes  
 

18.  WORDSINE (FREE –choose Italian 
American accent) (orange back, 
green owl, large glasses) 
 

19. PLAY2LEARN ITALIAN HD - $5.49 

FOR WHOLE             VERSION. Only available to buy. 
 

20. LINGUASCOPE: $5.49 for full version  

 

21. LEARNEASY IT (colusseum) 

 

22. LEARN ITALIAN (Italian flag and grey 

graduation hat, black background) 

 

23. WORD POWER LT (light blue back, 

Italian flag, blue Z) 

 

24. JIGSAWS ITALY 

 

25. ITALIAN-ENGLISH FREE DICTIONARY 
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